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THE ROBOTOIDS 
½ HOUR ANIMATED COMEDY SERIES 

By Ray Matsen 
 
Logline 
 
The Robotoids follows the misadventures of Oliver, a neurotic ex 
insurance salesman, his hard-drinking mutant friend Doug and gung-
ho human resistance fighter Jennifer, as they do their best to survive 
in a post-apocalyptic world ruled by machines. 
 
Concept & Style 
 
The Robotoids is a half-hour adult animated comedy series that shares 
similarities in both comedic and animation style with shows such as 
Rick & Morty, Futurama and Adventure Time.  
 
It’s the near future and environmental collapse, a nuclear war and the 
rise of the machines has left Earth in a mess. Everyone is now just 
trying to survive, be they human, mutant or one of the various things 
that have come to life due to all the weird chemicals and radioactivity 
that has changed the planet’s inherent structure forever. Oliver and 
Doug, two extremely reluctant members of the human resistance 
movement, do their best to help their warrior friend Jennifer fight the 
machines, but it’s not really their bag. 
 
Robotoids borrows from all the classic dystopian sci-fi books and films 
such as Terminator, Blade Runner and The Matrix, which form the 
basis of what is essentially a comedy about the day-to-day lives of a 
bunch of normal people with normal problems, who just happen to live 
in hell.  
 
Character Thumbnails 
 
Oliver Dent: Early 30s. Neurotic, ex insurance salesman, unwittingly 
caught up in a living nightmare. He just wants his old, boring life back. 
 
Doug Johns: Late 30s. Nihilistic, cynical mutant part human, part cat, 
part dog that figures humanity is done, so why not party? 
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Jennifer Cho: Late 20s. Optimistic, never say die resistance fighter 
with one goal – to win back the Earth for the humans. 
 
Ron Bonner: Late 30s. Narcissistic head of the resistance movement 
and self declared savior of all mankind. It’s just a pity he’s a bit of a 
creepy coward. 
 
Celluron: The all-powerful “mother robot”, who officially controls the 
world. Problem is she’s a little bit bored.  
 
Munson: A fat cyborg and Celluron’s right hand man come butler. 
Although smarter than Celluron he’s too lazy to be in charge and 
prefers to simply criticize everything. 
 
Murray: (aka CZ512) Celluron’s only robot friend, because she has no 
one else. A happy idiot who’s quite nice and deep down would love to 
be a human. 
 
Target Audience 
 
Primarily focused on those aged in their late teens to early twenties 
who get their entertainment from places like Netflix or Adult Swim. 
 
Creator 
 
Ray Matsen is a comedy writer for TV, film, radio and the stage. He is 
currently writing on the hit Channel 9 series True Story with Hamish & 
Andy.  
 


